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chapter zero

a truck structure
4 wheels  



symbolic epicenters
recorded media action at Argentiera

living monuments
a sharing community

sonic representation
the common extraordinary

concentric perception
external prospectives



chapter one

symbolic epicenters
recorded media action



we use local and universal symbology to map and 
mine the Argentiera habitat
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1_BACK BEACH PLAZA
DESCRIPTION: To the back of the beach, along the side of the drive-
way leading to the strand, can be found an area originally meant for 
the movement of material along a railway. Nowadays there are still 
debris from the old facilities, slag heaps and retaining walls with 
the upper sides in some points excessively inclined.
INVESTIGATION CARRIED OUT: Analyses of random samples have 
brought to light traces of antimony, lead and cadmium only on the 
surface.
INTERVENTIONS: In light of the location, as well as inherent cha-
racteristics and usages allowed for by urban zoning plans, the area 
may be delimited by waterproof barriers and through the rendering 
secure or redevelopment of embankments.

2_ BUILD-UPS OF RESIDUAL MATERIALS
DESCRIPTION: Build-ups of mineral refuse materials are unstable 
and located to the back of the beach. There are ruins of a concrete 
amphitheater that is at risk of collapsing.

INVESTIGATION CARRIED OUT: Anlyses of random samples have 
revealed concentrations of lead.
INTERVENTIONS: The area will be delimited so as to guarantee 
static support to the build-ups. With an eye to visual and envi-
ronmental impact, the intervention will include creation of a mixed 
containment system made of concrete and stone paneling below a 
new amphitheatre-like facility.

3_ BEACHES AND BACKLYING NATURAL SLOPES
DESCRIPTION: Sandy and dark-colored beach area, divided into 
two portions by a mining-era building. Access to the larger beach 
is via a natural, and in some parts, steeply inclining slope covered 
by low vegetation.
INVESTIGATION CARRIED OUT: Presence of iron in the natural 
composition of the shore, as well as traces of lead and antimony.
INTERVENTIONS: In light of the limited presence of mineral con-
centrations lower than the at-risk threshold, the site has not been 
deemed worthy of reclamation.
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exit

the pool the cafe and  
main square

the wallthe abandoned 
house



bars and squares
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surveying abandoned dwellings



iconography and heritages



chapter two

living monuments
a sharing community



traditions and heritages are preciuos for living 
communites.  
Living monuments is a tool to share in real time, 
any moment of a day, for anybody who asks, mem-
ories and wishes



living monuments, among others........



living monuments, among others........



chapter three

concentric 
perception
external prospectives





chapter four

sonic representation
the common extraordinary



an uncommon sensorial experience, an immersive 
soundscape, a collective physical action, individ-
ual and group behaviours, exploring and intensify-
ing archetypical sentiments





cultural sounds
anthropic sounds

sound categories #1

aquatic
human

geological

mechanical
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